Tennis Match Results
IUPUI vs Notre Dame
02/03/19 at Notre Dame, Ind.
(Eck Tennis Pavilion)

#13 Notre Dame 5, IUPUI 2

**Singles competition**
1. Axel Nefve (ND) def. Alex Jochim (IUPUI) 6-2, 6-2
2. Matt Gamble (ND) def. Sean Bailey (IUPUI) 6-2, 6-0
3. Guillermo Cabrera (ND) def. Colton Morehart (IUPUI) 6-2, 6-2
4. Ethan Mardanus-Budio (IUPUI) def. Grayson Broadus (ND) 3-6, 6-3, 12-10
5. Paul Gota (ND) def. Bradley Luetschwager (IUPUI) 6-2, 6-2
6. Johnathan Small (ND) def. Eric Hollingsworth (IUPUI) 6-2, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Paul Gota/Johnathan Small (ND) def. Alex Jochim/Colton Morehart (IUPUI) 6-3
2. Bradley Luetschwager/Kyle Whittaker (IUPUI) def. Conor Somers/Andrew Mariados (ND) 6-4
3. Sean Bailey/Ethan Mardanus-Budio (IUPUI) def. Grayson Broadus/Matt Gamble (ND), by default

Match Notes:
IUPUI 4-3
Notre Dame 6-0; National ranking #13